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WORKING IN CAPITOL HILL IN WASHINGTON DC - OPPORTUNITY AND SCOPE FOR

PURSUING A GREAT CAREER
Communications associate

Communications associate is an important white collar Washington DC job that comes with a good pay package and growth as well. This job will require an
individual to take the responsibility for management of several incoming press inquiries; helping the executive director with research and development works;
assisting in the growth and implementation of several social media activities; production, promotion and distribution of press releases and other such related
media materials; performing primary research employing the required on-line resources for firearm-related analyses and studies. 

If you are keen to undertake this promising job then you must have the potential to prioritize and multi-task. Besides, you also need to possess strong
communication, writing, and research skills; you need to be detail-oriented as well. If you have a B.A. or an equivalent degree, you can always apply for post
as communications associate. This is a rewarding career with excellent pay package and includes excellent perks such as incentives, health and dental benefits.

Writer 

Another important Washington DC job is being a writer in the communication industry. In this kind of job profile you will be required to provide a different
range of communications support which include writing and editing; checking progress of occasional publications; and the management of company’s official
online website, social media feeds and blogs. 

For bagging a job as a writer in the communication industry you need to have good writing and editing skills and must be detail-oriented. If you an equivalent
degree you can also easily apply for a post of writer in any of reputed media-related companies of Washington DC. 

PRESS SECRETARY 

Press secretary is another amidst the most renowned Washington DC jobs. This is a job profile where your responsibilities will include writing several press
releases and other related media deliverables, writing talking points and also assisting the Senator’s press operations. Any individual who has a Degree in
journalism or communications can always apply for this post. 

These are some of the most renowned and important Washington DC jobs that you can look forward in the in Capitol Hill. There are also several
Washington DC part time jobs in the Public Affairs sectors as well, especially for the students who cannot opt for full time jobs.

 


